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In spite of Spring Quarter’s Forestry 302 and 454 reports and presentations, the Veishea display, English 414, and a few more unmentionable iron balls, five people escaped to Northeast Iowa for a weekend of fun, sun, and canoeing on the Upper Iowa River.

After camping Friday night at Kendalville, the group put into the river the next morning. The weather was good, even to the point of causing a few sunburns. The river was low and the canoes were loaded which meant walking occasionally. The crew camped downriver from Bluffton that night, after a full day of river water and limestone bluffs. Sunday morning found everyone sleeping late and just beginning to feel the activities of the day before. The canoers then packed up and tried to sneak back to their homework before anyone noticed they had been gone.

There’s got to be a morning after—with packing up included.

Rest and Relaxation.